Case Study

CyberGRX Helps ComplySci Reduce Time Spent
on Assessments with Proactive Sharing
Executive Summary
As an organization who is dedicated to protecting its customers information, ComplySci takes data protection seriously. So,
when one of their customers ordered a CyberGRX assessment on them, it was no surprise that their assessment reflected their
due diligence and dedicated security posture. That CyberGRX assessment has continued to pay dividends to ComplySci, as
they share it with their other partners, proactively cutting down on their assessment requests.
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How CyberGRX helped
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Results
As ComplySci continues to proactively share their
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The CyberGRX assessment process was comprehensive, yet
seamless. The standardized assessment, and their global risk
information Exchange, will help us save 400 hours or more
traditionally spent on filling in assessments, so we can apply
that time to proactively managing our security for our clients.
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